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The four-fermion Thirring model is considered and the field operators are determined by 
functional quadrature. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN problems connected with second quantization, it 
is always necessary to consider operators written 
in normal form 

A = ~ ~ K (~b ...• ~" I1J1 •...• lJp) 

>< c' (~1) ... c' (~,) c (lJt) ... , c (Tip) d~1 ... dl]p, (1.1) 

where c (;) and c* (;) are operators that satisfy 
the canonical (Bose or Fermi) commutation rela
tions. It is natural to set in correspondence with 
each operator written in the form (1.1) a functional 

A (f", f) = ~ ~ K (~1· .. ~"! 1J1 ... lJr) f' (~1) ... f' (~,) f (lJt) 

(1.2) 

The functions K (; 1 ..• ;n 177 1 ••• 7Jp) are the 
same as in (1.1). In the Bose case the functions 
f (;), f*(O are complex (not necessarily complex 
conjugate), while in the Fermi case f and f* are 
functions with anticommuting values 

u m. t <~')}= u m. r <~')} = <<r m. r <£')} = o. 
It is obvious that the operator (1.1) is uniquely ob
tained from the functional (1.2). 

Let the operators c and c* be expressed lin
early in terms of the operators a and a*, which 
satisfy the same commutation relations as c and 
c*: 

c (£) = ~ <1> (£, 1]) a (lJ) dl] + ~ 1Jf (~. lJ) a' (lJ) dl], 

c' (£) = ~ '¥ (~. lJ) a (lJ) dl] +~<I> (£, lJ) a' (TJ) dT] (1.3) 

(<I> and ~ are the complex conjugates of <I> and 'II). 
Substituting c and c* from (1.3) into (1.1), we ar
range a and a* in the normal sequence. We set 
the operator A, written in normal sequence with 
respect to a and a*, in correspondence with a 
functional A (a*, a) by the same rule as before. 
Thus, we find that the canonical transformation 
(1.3) generates a linear transformation in the space 

of the functionals. This linear transformation can 
be written with the aid of the continued integral* 

A (a', a)=~ X (a', a I f',f) A (t, f) ~df* m df (£). (1.4) 

The kernel X of this transformation has been 
calculated earlier1 for the case of both Bose and 
Fermi commutation relations. For the case of 
Bose commutation relations this kernel has the 
form 

:JC (a' a If', f)= y 1 . exp {- -21 [(¢11'-1b, b) 
' ' det '¥'1'" 

+ (<t>\f-l b', b') -2 (b'b)l} (1.5) 

and for the case of Fermi commutation relations 

:JC (a', a I(, f) = V det 1¥1¥* exp {-} [(<i>11'-1b, b) 

- (<t>W-1b', b') + 2 (b'b)J}, (1.6) 

where <I>, 'II, ~. and ~ are operators specified 
respectively by the kernels <I>(;, 17), '11(;, 7J ), 
~(;,1J), and ~(L 77); 

b = <l>a + 1¥a'- f, 

(bl> b2) = ~ b1 (x) b2 (x) dx. 

The matrices of the quadratic forms, contained in 
· the exponent of (1.5) and (1.6), are symmetrical 
and skew-symmetrical, respectively. 1 

In the present paper we employ formula (1.4) for 
the Thirring model. 2·3 

2. CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE 
FUNCTIONALS 

1. Before we deal with the Thirring model~ let 
us solve the following general problem. Let A be 
an operator, the normal form of which with respect 
to the operators c and c* corresponds to the func
tional 

*For the case of Fermi commutation relations, the integral 
( 1.4) is defined in the paper of the author1 or of Khalatnikov.4 
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A ((, f) = exp {+ [(A1 f, f) + (A2(, () + 2 (Aa(, f)l} 0 

(2.1) 
Let us carry out the canonical transformation (1.3) 
and find the functional corresponding to the opera
tor A, written in normal form with respect to a 
and a*. Since only the case of Fermi commutation 
relations is of importance for the Thirring model, 
we shall consider this case in detail. The case of 
Bose commutation relations will not be discussed, 
and only the answer will be given at the end of this 
section, to complete the exposition. 

2. To carry out the canonical transformation we 
must calculate the integral (see (1.4) and (1.6)): 

A(ct', a)= (det 1¥'¥')'1·~F exp ir(¢1¥-1b, b)-(<I>W-1b', b') 

+ 2 (b', b) +AI(f, f) +A2 ((, () +2A 3 (f] TI d(dfo 
(2.2) 

J denotes the integral over the anticommuting 
variables. Its definition will not be given here (see 
references 1 or 4). In the present investigation the 
only important fact is that 

an=- ahio 

To shorten the notation we introduce the follow
ing symbols: 

r A1 As) ( <Dw-1 - E ) 
.A = ~ A~ A2 ' fB = E - <Dif-1 ' 

£ =-U·), 11 = (~~) C·) 0 (2.3) 

In this notation, the integrand assumes the form 
exp ( F/2 ), where 

F = (fB <£ + 11>. <£ + 11>> +(.As, s)o 

It is convenient to write F with the aid of matrix 
multiplication in the form 

F =£'.As + <£ + 11)' fB <s + TJ), 

where the prime denotes the transpose of the 
matrix. This notation is analogous to that of the 
case with finite number of dimensions. For finite 
dimensions ~'q = ~icik~k· In the general case 

£'C£ = ~ £ (x) C (x, y) £ (y) dx dyo 

The following identity can be readily verified 

s' .A£ + (6 + 11)' fB (£ + 11) = (x + s)'(.A + fB)(x + £) 

+ T]' (f/3 - f/3 (.A + gap f&)TJ, (2.4) 

where x =(.A +f&)-1£7]. Using (2.4) we readily 
calculate the integral (2.2), and find it to be 

A (a', a)= (det 1¥1¥')'1• [det (.A+ f!a)'1• exP[ {TJ'(f& 

- 5a (.A+ f!aflf!a) T]J. (2.5) 

We transform this expression in the following 
manner: 

( A 1 As) (iD'I'-1 
.A+ 5a = -A' Aa, + E 

3 

-E ) 
- (D'f-1 

= (iD'I'-1 + ~~ As-: ) 
E- A3 A2 _ <D'I'-1 

( iD + A1 'I' (As- E) 'P \ 'I'-1 0 ) 
= (E- A;) 'I' A2lf- <D ) ( 0 lp-1 ' 

5a = ( iD'I'-1 =- E ) = ( iD - ijf ) ['I'-1 _ 0 ) 
0 

E - <D'I'-1 'I' - li> \ 0 'I'-1 , 

Hence 

( iD -"iF)( iD+A1'I' (As-E)'P)-1 
5a (.A + 5af15a = 'I' - <D (E- A~) 'I' A2'I'- <D 

( iii - q;)('I'-1 0 ) 
X 'I' - li> 0 "ijf-1 • 

(2.6) 

(iii - W)[ ( <ii + A1 'I' (As- E) lji)-1 

5a - fB (.A + $f1$ = 'I' _ <D E - (E _A~) 'I' A2lf- <D 

x (<D - w)] ( w-1 _y ) = ( <D _ If) 
'I' - li> 0 '!'-1 'I' - (D 

( ID + A1'l' (Aa- E) W )-1 
X , -

(E- A3) 'I' As 'I'- <D 

X [( ID + A,1 'I' (As= E) 'I')_ (!I> - ¥)· ]('I'-1 _!} ) 
(E- A3 ) 'I' As 'I' -!I> 'I' -!I> 0 '!'-1 o 

The remainder of the derivation is obvious. 
We obtain ultimately 

( (j) "ijf) ( (j) + A1 'I' (E - A3~)-1 
5a- 5a (.A +gap 5a = 'I' li> (E- A~) 'I' li> - Aa'I' 

( A~ Aa) 
X -A Az ' 

3 

From (2.6) we find that 

( <D+AI'I' 
det (.A+$)= (det ¥1¥")-1 det (E _A~) 'I' 

(2.7) 

( As- E) If\ 
A2W -!I>) 0 

(2.8) 
Substituting (2. 7) and (2.8) in (2.5), we obtain an 
expression for the transformed functional 

- , / <D + A1 'I' (As - E)'P)'/• 
A(cx, ex)= det \(E-A~)'I' Asi¥-!Il 

x(_~; ~:)11}· (2.9) 

We note finally that 

( <D+A1'l' (As-E)'¥) ( "iD+A1'I' (E-As)"i¥) 
det (E- A~) 'Y As'¥ -!I> = det , (E- A~) 'I' li>- As'¥ 0 

(2.10) 

Actually, it is clear beforehand that the left half 
is equal to the right one, apart from the sign. In 
order to determine the sign, let us consider the 
finite-dimensional approximation of the operators 
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<I>, "\II, and Ai. In the finite-dimensional approxi
mation these operators should be given by matrices 
of even order. In fact, in real Fermi field, there is 
present along with each particle also an antiparti
cle, and therefore the sector Ck, which is the 
finite-dimensional approximation of c (~ ), should 
have 2n components: n components pertain to the 
particles and n to the antiparticles. In the case 
of even-dimensional matrices <I>, w, and Ai, the 
equality (2.10) is obvious. Thus, 

- • , . r l ( <D '¥) ( At As) 1 
A(a, a) =(detC') 1'exp[21J' '¥ <D C'-1 -A; A, 'l'Jj, 

, ( <D+At'¥ (E-Aa)'¥) c- ' -- (£- A3 ) '¥ <D- Az'¥ ' (2.9') 

The matrix in the exponent of (2.9') is skew
symmetrical, since it is equal to ( Y2 ) [53 - 5B(.A 
+ 53)- 153], where .A and 5B are skew-symmetrical 
matrices. Using this fact, we can write A (a*, a) 
in the form* 

- • , r i ( At A~) (<D '¥ )- 1 } 
A(a, a)= (detCr'expt:z'l'J' -A~ A" c-1 '¥ <D 11, 

'¥' (E=- A a)) 
<D' + '¥' Az · (2.11) 

The form (2.11) is frequently more convenient 
than (2.9) or (2.9'). 

3. In the case of Bose commutation relations the 
calculation of the functional A (a*, a) follows al
most verbatim the procedure considered here. 
The final result is 

[ 1 .At Aa) (<D '¥ -1 

A (a*, a)= (det C)-';, exp :f'l'J' (A; Az c-1 1¥ <D) 'l'J l, 
- 'l'' (£_+ Aa))' 

<D'- 'l'' Az · 
(2.12) 

3. THE THIRRING MODEL 

1. The problem solved in the present section 
consists of the following (see references 2 and 3). 
We consider the operators cpt(~), cpf(~); <P2(~), 
cpt( ~ ), satisfying the commutation rules 

{~P;(£), q:>;<£>} = oijo (£- £'), 

{q:>i (£), q:>i (£)} = {q:>; (£) q:>; (£)} = 0, (3.1) 

and make up from the operators cp t( 0, cp * ( ~) the 
operator 

u 

v = exp {ig ~ q:>~ (£) 'P1 m ds}. (3.2) 
u, 

( cl> 'P) (~' 'P') *It is easy to verify that 'P ~ "" qi';fj• . 

We now go to the Fourier representation 
00 

q:>.(£) = ,/ I eiP~c.(p) dp, i =I, 2 (3.3) 
z r 2n j ' 

-co 

and then carry out the canonical transformation 

c1 (p) = e+ (p)a (p) + e_ (p) b*{- p), 

c2 (p) = e_ (p) a (p) + e+ (p) b.(- p), 

{ o for p > o 
e_ (p) = 1 for p < 0. 

(3.4) 
(We leave out the expressions for the conjugate 
operators). 

{ 
1 for p > o 

6+(p) = o for p<O' 

It is required to write the operator V in normal 
form with respect to a, a*, b, and b*. We shall 
solve the problem in the following manner. We 
first write V in normal form with respect to 
cp 1 ( ~) and cp! ( ~). We change to the Fourier rep
resentation (3.3) and then carry out canonical 
transformation (3.4). We see that the infinite fac
tor characteristic of the Thirring model appears 
only in the last stage. 

2. We write V in normal form with respect to 
<Pt( ~) and cpf ( 0. For this purpose we expand 
(3.2) in powers of g and transform each term. We 
put 

~ q:>~ <£1) ~P1 (st) ... q:>~ <£,> ~P1 <£,) d£1 ... d£,, 
u,<k<u (3.5) 

Bn = ~ ~P~ (£1) ... q:>~ (£,) ~P1 (st) ... 'P1 (£,) d£1 .. . d£". 
u,<~;<u (3.6) 

Let us representing An in the form 
n 

We readily find that the cnk satisfy the following 
recurrence relations 

Cnh = (- I)"-1cn-1, k-1 + kcn-1, k, Cn = I, 

Cnk = 0 for k < 0. (3. 7) 
From (3. 7) we obtain directly 

Cno = 0, Cnt = I, Cnn = (- It-1Cn-1, n-1· (3.8) 

Further 

A ~ (ig)" A ~ A 

V = .LJ -,-An = .LJ f n (g) Bn, n. 
f ( ) - ~ (ig)"c,,, 

n g - .LJ k! • 
k=O 

From (3. 7) and (3.8) we obtain for fk( g) the re
lations 

f~ (g) = (- I)"-1fk-t(g) + kf, (g) for k > I; 

ft (g)= ig- I, fk"> (0) = (- I)"-1f~~~1>(0). (3.9) 

The equations (3.9) are readily solved 

f" (g)= (- I)"<"-1ltz (ig- I)" /kl. (3.10) 
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We introduce now the anticommuting functions 
f1 (; ), f2 (; ), fi (; ), and fi' (;) and set the operator 
Bn in correspondence with the functional 

B, (f~. fr) = ~ f~ (Gr) ... t: (G,) f (6r) ... f (6,) d6r 
Uo<E,i<u 

... d6n = (- 1 t<n-1)(2 ( ~ f~ (6) fr(6) d6 r. 
u, 

Using (3.10), we find that in this case the operator 
V is set in correspondence with the functional 

V = L; (ig ~ i)" (~ f; (6) fr (6) d6 ) n 
u, ' 

= exp [ (ig- 1) ~ f~ (6) fr (6) d6J. 
u, 

(3.11) 

3. Let us proceed to the Fourier representation. 
Since in this case cpi ( ;) is expressed only in 
terms of Ci (;), and cp t ( 0 only in terms of c! ( ;) , 
this transformation reduces to the following change 
of variables in (3.11): 

co 

fi (6) = V~n ~ eiP~(ji (p) dp, 
-co 

co 

f• (t) - 1 (' -ipE • ( ) d 
i "' - V2n ~ e -ai p p. 

-co 

As a result we have 

V = exp {~ K (p, p') a~ (p) Or (p') dp dp'}, (3.12) 

, g' i<P'-p)u _ ei(p'-p)u, 

K (p, P) = -2nT p'-p • g' = eig -1. 
(3.13) 

The rest of the problem consists of transform
ing the functional (3.12). We thus encounter the 
situation considered in the preceding section. The 
solution is given by formulas (2.9) and (2.11). We 
solve, however, a somewhat more general problem, 
namely, we find the canonical transformation of 
(3.4) of the functional (3.12) with an arbitrary ker
nel K ( p, p' ). 

4. In order to make use of formula (2.11), we 
must first find the operator C [see (2.11)], the 
operator c-1, and det C. We note first that the 
canonical transformation (3.4) is given with the 
aid of the matrix kernel 

( UJ 'l' ) (a+ (p) o) , w iD ; <D = a_ (p) o 6 <r - P > • 

( o e_ (p)) . , 
1f = o a+ (p) 6 (P + P > · (3.14) 

The operator .A [see (2.3)] is given by the matrix 
kernels A1, A2, and A3, which are equal to 

(-K (p, p') 0) 
A 1 = Az = 0, Aa = 0 o · (3.15) 

A simple calculation shows that the operator C is 
given by the matrix kernel 

'l''(E-Aa)) 
Ul' ' (3.16) 

where 

<D'=¢'=(oa+(P) OG_(p)\,!6(p-p'), K'( ) K( p, q = q, p), 

I (0 
1f (£ -A a) = _a+ (p) ~- (p)) 6 (p + p') 

+ (~+(P) K (- p, p') ~)' 
- , , (u o ) 
'I'' (E -Aa) = "¥' (E- A3) = 9+ (p) 8_ (p) 6 (p + p') 

+(~+(P)K'(-p,p')~). (3.16') 

5. Let us determine the operator c-1• For this 
purpose we solve the system of equations Cf = g 
( f and g are columns consisting of four functions: 

f = o: } g = ( ::) ) . 

Using (3.16) and (3.16'), we write this system out 
in detail 

a+ (p) fr (p) +a_ (p) f2 (p) = g! (p), 

6+(p)fa(-p)+tl+(p) ~K(-p, p')fa(P')dp' 

+8_ (p) fd- p) = g2 (p), 

e+ (p) fa (p) + e_ (p) fdp) = ga(p), 

ll+ (p) [I(- p) + e+ (p) ~K' (- p, p') fr (p') dp' 

+a_ (p) f2 <- r) = g4 (p). (3.17) 

The system (3.17) breaks up in a way that the first 
and fourth and the second and third equations form 
independent systems, which differ from each other 
only in that K is replaced by K' and the numbering 
of the functions fi and gi is different. It is suffi
cient therefore to solve the system consisting of the · 
second and third equations: 

e+ (p) fa (p) + e_ (p) t4 (p) = ga (p), (3.18') 

e+ (p) fa(- p) + e+ (p) ~ K (- p, p') fa (p') dp' 

+a_ (p) f, (-p) = g2 (p). (3.1811 ) 

In (3.1811 ) we replace p by - p 

e_ (p) fa (p) + a_(p) ~ K (p, p') fa (p') dp' 

+a+ (p) f, (p) = g2 (- p). (3.18"') 

We multiply (3.18') by e+(P) and (3.18"') by 
e_ ( p) and add. We obtain 

fa (p) + e_ (p) ~ K (p, p') fa (p') dp' 

= tl+(p)ga(P) +a_(p) g2 (-p). 
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We write the solution of this equation in the form 

fa (p) = ~ G (p, p') [S+(p')ga (p') + 8_ (p') g2 (- p')l dp'. 

(3.19) 

Here G ( p, p') is the kernel of the operator G, the 
inverse of the operator ( E - e_ K) given by the 
kernel o(p- p') + e_(p) K (p, p'). Let us mul
tiply, finally, (3.18') by 0-(P) and (3.18"') by 
e+ ( p) and add. We have 

fdp) = 8_ (p) ga (p) + 8+ {p) g2(- p). (3.20) 

We solve analogously the system comprising 
the first and fourth equations. As a result we 
have 

f1 {p) = S G (p, p') [8+ (p') gl (p') + 8_ (p') g4 (- p')l dp'. 

f2 (p) = e_ {p) gt(p) + 8+ (p) gd- p), (3.21) 

where G ( p, p') is the kernel of the operator G, 
the inverse of the operator ( E - e _ K') specified 
by the kernel o(p- p') + e_(p)K' (p, p'). 

From (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21) we find that the 
operator c-1 is given by the matrix kernel 

(
'a (p, p') 9+ (p') o o a (p, - p')9+(p') ) 

8- (p) II (p- p') 0 0 0+ (p) II (p + p') 

c-1 (p, p') = o a (p, -p') 8+(P') a (p, p') 9+ (p') o 
, 0 9+ (p) II (p + p') fL (p) II (p- p') 0 , 

(3.22) 

6. In order to calculate the exponent in (2.11), 
we must find the operator 

<D· '¥' 
M = .A:-1 (- ) 

'¥' <I>' 

The operators A, c-1, <P, and 'll are given by 
formulas (3.14), (3.15), and (3.22). The calcula
tions entail no difficulties. As a result we obtain 

o o -ko 
0 0 0 

i(''G 0 0 
(3.23) 

0 0 0 
A~ ,._,._ 

It is easy to verify that K' G = (KG)'. Therefore 
M = - M' (see Sec. 1, Item 2). Thus we find that 
the transformed functional has the form 

v = (det C)'1•expnL (p, q) y'(p) y (q) dp dq}, (3.24) 

where L ( p, q) is the kernel of the operator KG, 
y(p)=O+(P) a(p)+e_(p){3*(-p). Here a(p), 
{3 ( p ), a* ( p ), and {3* ( p) are functions with anti
commuting values, corresponding to the operators 
a(p), b(p), a*(p), and b*(p). 

7. Let us calculate det C. For this purpose we 
interchange the second and fourth rows in the ex
pressions (3.1~, (3.16') for C. As a result we ob
tain a matrix C in the form 

- (c1 o ) 
c = o c2 • 

C _ (9+(P) ll(p-p') 6-(P)II(p-p')) ( 3 25) 
2 - ,g+ (p) (II (p + p')- K (- p, p')) 9_ (p) II (p + p') ' • 

C1 differs from C2 in that K is replaced by K'. 
It is obvious that det C = :1:: det C. A more de

tailed analysis* shows that det C = det C. Let us 
*Let us consider the function K a.( p, q), which is continu

ous in a. and such that K1 ( p, q) = K( p, q) and K0( p, q) = 0. 
It is obvious that det C = D(a.) is a continuous function of a. 
and D( 0) = 1. The last condition is satisfied only if det C = 
det C. 

find det C2• Since the determinant is a product of 
the eigenvalues, it is necessary to find the eigen
values of the system 

6+ (p) X (p) + 0_ (p) y (p) = AX (p), (3.26') 

8+ {p) X{- p) + 6+ {p) ~K {- p, p') X {p') dp' 

+ 6_ (p) y (- p) = A.y (p). 

We replace p by - p in (3.26") 

8_ (p) x (p) + 6_ (p) ~ K {p, p') x (p') dp' 

+ 6+ (p) y (p) = A.y (- p) 

and multiply (3.2SI) by e+ ( p) 

8+ (p) x (p) = A. 8+ (p) x (p). 

(3.26") 

From this we get either that A. = 1 or that x ( p) 
= e_ < p) 'X < p ). 

Let us consider the second possibility. We sub
stitute x(p) = e_ (p)x (p) in (3.26'"): 

o_ (p)x (p) + 8_ (p) ~ K (p, p') 6_ (p') 'X (p') dp' 

+ 6+ (p) y (p) = A.y (- p). (3.27) 

In order to eliminate y, we multiply (3.26'") by 
e+(p): 

0+ (p) y (p) = 1..8+ (p) y (- p). (3.28) 

From this, by reversing the sign of p, we obtain 

e_ (p) Y <- p) = M_ (p) Y (p). 

Combining this relation with (3.26') and with x ( p) 
= e_ ( p) 'X ( p ), we obtain 

A,-1 e_ (p) y <- p) = A.O_ (p) 'X (p). 

Hence 

e_ (p) y (- p) = A.26_ (p) x (p). (3.29) 

Ultimately, multiplying (3.27) by e_ ( p) and com
bining with (3.29), we obtain 
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e_ (p) x(p) +0_ (p) ~ K (p, p') o _ (p') x (p') dp' 

= "'ao_ (p) x (p). (3.30) 
Thus, the cubes of the eigenvalues of C2 that are 
different from unity are the eigenvalues of Eq. (3.30). 

Let now J.l- r! 0, J.1- r! 1 be the eigenvalue of Eq. 
(3.30), and let 11.1, A.2, and A.3 be the different cube 
roots of J.l-• The formulas (3.29) and (3.28) make it 
possible to construct for each A,i a function Yi ( p ), 
and obviously Yi r! Yj if Ai r! A.j· Thus, we obtain 
finally that to each eigenvalue J.1- r! 1, J.1- r! 0 of Eq. 
(3.30) correspond three different roots Ai = (JJ- )113 

of the operator C2 and the roots obtained account 
for all the eigenvalues of C2. Therefore finally 

det C2 = det (E + K_), (3.31) 

where E + K_ is an operator specified on the semi
axis p < 0 by the kernel o ( p - k) + K ( p, q ). 
Analogously, det C1 = det (E - (K' )_). Since ob
viously (K' )_ = (-K_ )', we have det C1 = det C2. 
Therefore, finally, 

(det C)';,= det (E + K_). (3.32) 

Formulas (3.24) and (3.32) give the complete 
solution of the problem. Substituting K from (3.13) 
in (3.32) we find that ( det C) 11 2 = oo. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The result obtained in the present paper agrees 
with the result of Glaser3 and differs somewhat 
from the results of Thirring. 2 The difference lies 
in the fact that both in Glaser's paper and in ours 
the final answer depends on the constant g' = eig 
- 1, where g is the interaction constant in the 
initial Hamiltonian. In order to obtain from the 
final formulas (3.24) and (3.32) the corresponding 
Thirring formulas~ it is necessary to replace 
everywhere g' = e1g - 1 by g'' = ig/(1 - ig). 

The disagreement between Glaser's and Thir
ring' s results is due to definite mathematical factors 
which will be discussed elsewhere. 

1 F. A. Berezin, Doklady Akad. Nauk SSSR 13 7, 
No 2, 1961, Soviet Phys. Doklady, in press. 

2w. E. Thirring, Ann. Physik 9, 91 (1958). 
3 v. Glaser, Nuovo cimento 9, 900 (1958). 
4 I. M. Khalatnikov, JETP 28, 633 (1955), Soviet 
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